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JENAM-2000 

REVIEW OF MAIN AND ATTACHED EVENTS 

The 91 European Astronomical Society (EAS) General Assembly, held jc..itly with 
the 5th Euro-Asian Astronomical Society (EAAS) Annual Meeting took place in 
Moscow on May 29 - June 3,2000. A large number of scientific events were held in 
the framework of the program. In particular, at the beginning of 2000 the European 
Society for Astronomy in Culture (SEAC) addressed the Meeting Organizing Com- 
mittee suggesting its annual scientific Meeting be held jointly with the Symposium 
on the Astronomy of Ancient Civilizations associated to JENAM-2000. 

EAAS is experienced in holding scientific conferences, mostly international - 
consistent with the Society status, sometimes gathering up to 400 participants, but 
JENAM-2000 was really an extraordinary undertaking: never since the IAU Gen- 
eral Assembly held in Moscow in 1958 had the Russian astronomical community 
received such a prominent, international assembly. So all the astronomical insti- 
tutes and government institutions of Russia gave their assistance in preparing the 
convention. On EAAS initiative, the JENAM structure was reorganized towards a 
greater similarity to  that of International Astronomical Union General Assemblies: 
a joint discussion and associated interdisciplinary events were introduced, as well 
as long distance excursions. 

JENAM-2000 was hosted by the Lomonosov Moscow State University (MSU), so 
nicely portrayed on the posters and the Abstract Book cover. The halls and lecture- 
rooms of MSU welcomed the participants of JENAM plenary sessions, sections, joint 
discussions and associated symposia and colloquia. Registration and a number of 
sessions took place in the building of the Sternberg Astronomical Institute (SAI) of 
MSU. 

Due to unusual date of this JENAM, the LOC and SOC had rather limited 
time for their organizational work. However, the electronic registration system was 
developed quickly. This was only the second case of electronic registration to a 
JENAM, and quite new to  many people. Probably, this explains why more than 
500 participants had problems with early registration. 

Thanks to the generous contributions of several institutions, (Moscow State Uni- 
versity, the Russian Ministry of Science and Technologies, the Russian Foundation 
for Basic Research (RFBR), INTAS, EAS, EAAS, and 7 commercial companies, the 
input of which was not large but important in the sense of creating a precedent - 
or, at  least, so we hope) the Local Organizing Committee could offer many varied 
grants and partially reimburse the registration fee to most participants. 
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As a result, JENAM-2000 gathered more than 1000 participants (the total num- 
ber of participants registered in Moscow at the main and associated meetings was 
1042) - more than any other meeting of the series, also the number of participants 
from Western Europe was typical of such conferences. The large number of atten- 
dees is explained by the huge interest in astronomy in the former USSR (FSU). 
For many NIS scientists this meeting offered a unique opportunity to  meet many 
colleagues from Western and FSU countries, start new cooperation, and make new 
friends. As an example of responses from NIS participants see a fragment of a letter 
from Ulugh Beg Astronomical Institute: 

‘Nine research scientists of our institute took part in the JENAM-2000 Meeting: 
Bayjumanov Abdumutal, Ezhkova Olga, Grankin Konstantin, Igamberdieva Rano, 
Ilyasov Sabit, Melnikov Stanislav, Nuritdinov Salakhutdin, Sadibekova Tatyana, 
and Sattarov Isroil. 

They attended plenary meetings, contributed to 6 sections, SYA, CC1, and other 
associated scientific events. 5 oral reports and 11 posters were presented.’ 

In total, representatives of 45 countries (including distant ones: Mexico, USA, 
India, etc.) took part in the meeting. Obviously, the Russian delegation was the 
most numerous (about 600 persons). About 250 participants were under 35, several 
of them students under 20. 

The meeting was given much attention by mass media. 
Participants of the conference were greatly impressed by the plenary talks given 

by outstanding scientists such as: 

- I. Novikov (TAC, Denmark, on the problems of investigation of the Cosmic 

- J. Einasto (Tartu, Estonia, on the 130 Mpc scale problem) 

- T. Lozinskaya (SAI, Russia, on supernovae and stellar winds in the interstellar 

- M. Moniez (LAL, Rance, about the latest microlensing results) 

- R. Sunyaev (IKI, Russia, on accretion onto black holes and neutron stars) 

- Yu. Balega (SAO, Russia, some prospects for the observational possibilities 

Microwave Background) 

medium) 

of large Russian optical telescopes in the next century), 

- G. Fishman (MSFC NASA, USA, on GRBs and a Next Generation GRB 
Observatory), 

- M. Haehnelt (MPA Germany, on probing the high-redshift Universe with the 
Lyman alpha forest), 

- P. Andre (Saclay, France, some issues of the observations of the earliest phases 
of star formation), 

- P. Shaver (ESO, highlights of VLT observations), 
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- S. Collin (Meudon, F’rance, about active galactic nuclei), 

- A. Fridman (INASAN, Russia, problems and findings concerned with galactic 
discs), 

of matter in the Universe), 

P. Ricci (Pisa, INFN, Italy, news of gravitational astronomy), 

exoplanetary systems), 

- A. Linde (Standford, USA-CERN, Switzerland, on the inflation and creation 

- L. Ksanfomaliti (IKI, Russia, a comparative analysis of the Solar System and 

-- W. Wamsteker (ESA, on the World Space Observatory). 

Numerous participants remarked on the high level of the talks. An example is 
a fragment of J.-P. Zahn’s letter to Prof. A. Cherepashchuk, Director of SAI MSU, 
and Prof. N. Bochkarev, EAAS co-chairman: 

Let me thank you again for all you accomplished with your collaborators of the 
LOC for the success of this JENAM’2000. You must be pleased by the result: the 
record attendance, the excellent plenary talks, the level of most parallel sessions. 
Quite an achievement, considering that this was the year of the GA of IAU! 

Thanks also for your kind hospitality, which incites us strongly to come back to 
visit you in Moscow! Needless to say that you are always welcome in Paris. 

With my very best regards, 

‘Dear Anatoly, dear NikoIai, 

Jean-Paul 
President of EAS’ 

It is practically impossible for reasons of space to mention all the excellent 
reviews and talks given at  JENAM-2000: these clearly showed how lively European 
Astrophysics is. 

A total of 12 parallel scientific sections as well as a school for young astronomers 
covered almost all current fields of astronomical research. The titles of the sections 
were: 

- Section SO1 ‘Early Universe, inflation, and the cosmological constant’, 

- Section SO2 ‘Morphology and dynamics of stellar systems: star clusters, galac- 
tic arms and rings’, 

- Section SO3 ‘High energy astrophysics with XMM, INTEGRAL, and 
SPECTRUM-X’, 

Section SO4 ‘Binary systems and their evolution’, 

- Section SO5 ‘Supernovae, neutron stars and magnetars’, 

- Section SO6 ‘Feedback and the ISM structure in star forming galaxies’, 
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Figure 1 Connected colloquium 1: during a break. Talking over astronomical education prob- 
lems. In the foreground: on the left side, M. Gavrilov (MSU, Russia), one of the the organizers 
of the all-Russia and international Olympiad in astronomy for high and secondary school stu- 
dents; in the middle Prof. V. Ivanov (St.Petersburg University, Russia), head of the Section for 
Astronomical Education of the Scientific Council of RAS. Photo by 0. Smirnova. 

- Section SO7 ‘Solar cycle: the Sun at  the peak of the maximum’, 

- Section SO8 ‘The central engine of AGN: structure, feeding and evolution‘, 

- Section SO9 ‘New trends in modern celestial mechanics’, 

- Section S10 ‘Ultra-high angular resolution in astronomy’, 

- Section S11 ‘Astronomical data acquisition, processing, and storage: modern 
facilities’, 

- Section S12 ‘Gravitational lensing’. 

A total of more than 400 oral and about as many poster presentations were 
given in the framework of the main scientific program of the meeting. Many of 
them contained new results that, despite obvious language problems, interested the 
audience. 

Some new exciting results were discussed during joint discussions (JD) 

- JD1: ‘Gamma-ray bursts and their hosts’, 

- JD2: ‘Dark ages 100 > z > 10: objects and their observabilities’, 

- JD3: ‘Gravitational wave astronomy’. 
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Several colloquia (CC1-CC4) were connected and symposia (AS1-AS4) associated 
to the main body of JENAM 2000, all of them considering problems on the edge of 
astronomy and physics, meteorology, history, archaeology, and pedagogics: 

- CC1: Astronomical education: the increase of the cultural role of astronomy 
at thee turn of the century. 

- CC2: The impact of scientific societies on the development of astronomy in 
Europe. 

- CC3: Atomic and molecular data for astrophysics. 

- CC4: Interrelation of Russian and West-European astronomy through the 
centuries. 

- AS1: Astronomy of Ancient Civilizations (held jointly with the European 
Society for Astronomy in Culture - SEAC). 

- AS2: Astronomy in Ukraine - 2000 and beyond (impact of international co- 
operation). 

- AS3: Spectroscopic and photometric catalogues. Standard star and solar 
analogous. 

- AS4: Astrometry, geodynamica and celestial mechanics on the eve of the 21st 
century. 

- SYA: a School for Young Astronomers was organized to allow young as- 
tronomers to present their scientific results and attend special lectures. 

In the framework of the scientific program of the sections participants involved in 
research projects supported by INTAS presented their results which were evaluated 
by a very numerous and competent audience. Besides, the project participants, 
using the beneficial occasion, held meetings for discussion of their respective work. 

An INTAS Grant Holders General Meeting was held on Sunday, June 4. The 
meeting, unofficially called the ‘Special INTAS Session’ was included into JENAM- 
2000 program because: 

- 107 of the JENAM-2000 participants were involved in a total of 28 INTAS 
supported projects; 

- INTAS activities, plans and prospects are of utmost interest to FSU scientists. 

Besides INTAS grant holders and in spite of the extremely dense time-schedule 
of JENAM-2000 sectional sessions participants not only from FSU, but also from 
Western Europe and Baltic countries were present. 

A brief description of JENAM-2000 scientific sections and other events is given 
below. 
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SECTION Sol: EARLY UNIVERSE, INFLATION AND THE COSMOLOGICAL 
CONSTANT 
(Conveners: A.A. Starobinsky, N. Turok) 

The programme of the SO1 section consisted of 13 large (30-40 min.) oral talks 
and 22 poster presentations. Here one should also add 4 invited plenary talks 
(I. Novikov, J.  Einasto, G. Haehnelt and A. Linde) on cosmological topics cov- 
ered by this section. The topics of talks and presentations can be subdivided into 
two areas: cosmology of the present-day Universe and cosmology of the early Uni- 
verse. 

Talks belonging to the first area were directly connected with observations and 
their theoretical implications. G. Tammann (Basel) presented the present sta- 
tus of determination of the Hubble constant. A. Starobinsky (Moscow) reviewed 
the situation with the cosmological constant and its variants (Lambda-matter, or 
quintessence), and perspectives of further observational determination of their prop- 
erties. I. Novikov (Copenhagen) outlined recent results of measurements of tem- 
perature anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and prospects for 
future investigation of acoustic (Sakharov) oscillations in power multipole spectra of 
CMB temperature anisotropy and polarization. J. Einasto (Tartu) presented results 
of his investigation with collaborators of excessive clustering of rich Abell clusters 
of galaxies with the characteristic scale 130 Mpc. Yu. Parijskij (St.Peterburg and 
Nijnij Arkhyz) described methods and perspectives for studying the Universe for 
redshifts up to 10 (and maybe more) with radio-telescopes, M. Haehnelt (Garching) 
considered the use of Ly-alpha clouds for the same purpose. B. Novosyadlyi (Lvov) 
and co-authors presented the best-fit cosmological parameters following from the 
most recent observational data on CMB temperature anisotropy, the clustering of 
galaxies and galaxy clusters, and the abundance of galaxy clusters in the Universe. 
V. Lukash (Moscow) and co-authors reported results on the investigation of mixed 
(hot-cold) dark matter models with massive neutrinos and presented upper bounds 
on neutrino rest masses and energy density. I. Sukhonenko (Tartu) gave a talk on 
the use of galaxy clusters for the investigation of peculiar motions and large scale 
structure in the Universe. 

Talks by the second group were more theoretical. Most of them were devoted to 
the investigation of the inflationary scenario of the early Universe, including reheat- 
ing of matter after the end of an inflationary stage. The general situation in this 
field was outlined by A. Linde (Stanford). A. Toporensky (Moscow) discussed the 
degree of generality of inflation in isotropic homogeneous models, Z. Wu (Beijing) 
reviewed instanton mechanisms of creation of closed and open inflationary universes. 
P. Ivanov (Copengagen) presented his investigation of generation of inhomogeneous 
metric fluctuations during reheating of matter after inflation. A general review of 
astroparticle physics and its role in cosmology was given in the talk by M. Khlopov 
(Moscow). More interrelations between elementary particle physics and cosmology 
were discussed by I. Rosental (Moscow). Finally, generalizations of the Einstein 
theory of gravity following from modern variants of the fundamental string theory 
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were presented in the t&s by S. Alexeyev (Moscow) and co-authors who considered 
cosmological models in string gravity with second order curvature terms, and by 0. 
Zaslavskii (Kharkov) who investigated the role of dilaton gravity for the theory of 
black holes. 

SECTION S02. DYNAMICS AND MORPHOLOGY OF STELLAR SYSTEMS: 
STAR CLUSTERS, GALACTIC ARMS AND RINGS 
(Conveners: A. Chernin, F. Combes, G. Gilmore, R. Spurzem) 

The parallel session extended over three days (May 29-31), with one session each 
on the subtopics of star clusters (Monday), spirals and rings (Tuesday), and galaxy 
dynamics and morphology (Wednesday). Sessions consisted of reviews plus and 
short contributed talks, and posters. A total of 34 talks, plus a similar number 
of posters amounted to  an exciting mini-symposium. A well blended combination 
of young and established scientists, from Western and Eastern European coun- 
tries presented their results. The speakers of SO2 originated from (in alphabetical 
order) Britain, Czech Rep., Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, Israel, and Rus- 
sia. 

Dynamical relaxation of star clusters and the fundamental problems in its the- 
oretical and numerical modelling were the subject of the star cluster review No. 1 
(R. Spurzem, Heidelberg, Germany), highlighting ongoing work to model the secular 
(relaxation dominated) evolution of star clusters with rotation and a large number 
of primordial binaries. The important and not yet fully understood role of tidal 
shocks and mass loss of clusters in a tidal field, and the theory of computers sys- 
tems to model stellar dynamics were subject of other talks in this section. A review 
on observational aspects followed (M. Kontizas, Athens, Greece), highlighting the 
role of the central density as a critical parameter for the formation and evolution 
(mass segregation) in LMC star clusters. 

The second session on spirals and rings was opened by a review on N-body 
models of M51 (H. Salo, Oulu, Finland), describing the modelling of spiral structure 
by computer and its relation to the morphology of observed galaxies. Other talks 
discuss the role of tidal tails, the interaction of young open clusters with spiral 
density waves, polar-ring galaxies, and detailed observations of individual galaxies. 
The second half of this session waa devoted to effects of gas dynamics and star 
formation on spiral structure and global dynamics of a galaxy, with several talks on 
rings, and a combination of pure computer modelling and observations. The session 
ended with a review on polygonal arms and hexagonal rings and their gas-dynamical 
interpretation (A. Chernin, Moscow, Russia). 

Session No, 3 on galaxy dynamics and morphology covered such topics as galac- 
tic models, computer simulations and observations of global instabilities, and envi- 
ronmental effects (interacting galaxies, dwarf galaxies) and the influence of binary 
black holes on the dynamics of nuclei. 
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SECTION S04. BINARY SYSTEMS AND THEIR EVOLUTION 
(Conveners: A.M. Cherepashchuk, J.-P. Zahn, D.V. Bisikalo, E.P.J. van den Heuvel) 

Within Section 4 ‘Binary systems and their evolution’ the present state of the studies 
of nature and physics of binary systems was reviewed. The main attention was paid 
to the following topics: (1) recent observational results and their implication for 
binaries at different phases of their evolution including late stages; (2) mass-transfer 
and accretion processes in interacting binaries, and their numerical modeIing; (3) 
the evolution of close binaries; (4) the physics of stellar atmospheres. 

During the section we had eight %-hour meetings and a special poster session. 
The preliminary programme of the section contained 56 oral contributions and the 
final number of oral reports was 55. 70 poster contributions were also presented. 

SECTION S05. SUPERNOVAE, NEUTRON STARS AND MAGNETARS 
(Conveners: V. Malofeev, I. Malov, F, Pacini, J. Seiradakis) 

Scientific section 5, supernovae, neutron stars and magnetars included 14 review and 
key reports, 27 oral and 20 poster presentations. Topic 1: Supernovae. Most pre- 
sentations were concerned with theoretical calculations, for example Chechetkin; 
Sorokina et  al.; Moiseenko et al.; Gnedin et al. presented new observations of 
SN1999el in the near infrared. Topic 2: Supernovae remnants. Most presentations 
contained new observational data for plerionic-type supernova remnants (Bandiera; 
Dickel et al.; Vinjakin; ‘Jkushkin). Topics 3-4: Neutron stars and Pulsars were 
devoted to theoretical investigations of neutron stars conditions (0. Gnedin et al.; 
Kaminker et al.; Kiikov) and pulsar emission mechanisms (Melikidze et al.; Malov; 
Lyutikov and so on). New observational data were presented in Topic 5: Pulsars 
and Magnetars (Wielebinski; D’Amico et al.; Popov et al.; Seiradakis et al.; Shitov 
and so on). The last Topic 
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Bubbles and star formation, keynote speakers: Yu. N. Efremov (Russia), S. A. Silich 
(Ukraine) and R. Wielebinski (Germany), Disk-halo connection and the magnetic 
fields, keynote speakers: Yu. Shchekinov (Russia), D. Sokoloff (Russia). Self- 
regulation and feedback, keynote speaker: J.Palous (Czech Republic). 

The review talks were complemented by 25 selected 20-minute contributed talks 
and about 15 posters. Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons many potential par- 
ticipants did not come, but even in this situation it was possible to keep the main 
line of S6. 

Here, we give the outline and background of S06: 
The energy released by massive stars leads to a profound structuring of the ISM. 

Magnetic fields and turbulence play a role on small and even large scale, where 
structures with a plethora of shapes and 3D geometries are observed at all different 
wavelengths. Events such as photoionization as well as the winds and supernova 
explosions are responsible for expanding shells, supershells and in some extreme 
cases even for galactic winds. The ultraviolet stellar radiation leads through pho- 
toionization to some of the most obvious and spectacular nebulae. Also through 
photoionization, massive stars are thought to disrupt their parent clouds. At the 
same time the recycling of the mass returned from stars, through winds and super- 
novae, back to the ISM, is an important ingredient in galactic evolution influencing 
the heavy element content, the mass inflow and outflow from the galactic central re- 
gions and the formation of large-scale features. Given sUacient time, the expanding 
structures that result from the energy released by massive stars may become unsta- 
ble and form new molecular clouds and thus lead eventually to new centers of star 
formation. In some extreme cases, propagating star formation may lead to giant 
bursts of star formation driving the ISM and the newly processed material into the 
intergalactic space causing the powerful superwinds thought to enrich intergalactic 
space. 

SECTION S07. SOLAR CYCLE: THE SUN AT THE PEAK OF THE MAXIMUM 
(Conveners: V.N. Obridko, J.O. Stenflo) 

Within Section 7, ‘Solar Cycle: the Sun at the peak of the maximum’, the present 
state of the studies of the nature and physics of the Solar Cycle, its long-term and 
short-term variations, was reviewed. The main attention was paid to the following 
topics: (1) the present-day concept of solar cyclicity, such as the relation between 
the global and local magnetic fields, the dynamo, polar magnetic fields and their po- 
larity reversals. (2) Non-stationary processes at solar maximum (3) Solar-terrestrial 
relations and space weather. (4) Progress in the prediction of solar activity (5) Di- 
agnostic possibilities and the solar-stellar connection. During the section we had 5 
meetings of a total duration of 25 hours. The preliminary programme of the section 
contained 44 oral contributions and 116 posters. There were authors and co-authors 
from more than 20 countries, with a total number of participants of about 180. 

Main keynote speakers 
SO7-1.1. V.I. Makarov, The Sun’s magnetic cycle: New developments 
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SO7-1.2. M. Stix, Physics of the solar dynamo: Outstanding problems 
,907-2.1. B.P. Fillippov, On the Onset of CMEs in the Solar Corona 
50723.1. M. Fligge, The Sun’s variable spectrum and its terrestrial effects 
SO7-4.1. V.N. Obridko, Present state with the prediction of Cycle 23 
SO7-4.2. V.N. Ishkov, Evolution and Forecast of Flare Activity in the Current 

Solar Cycle 23 
SO7-5.1. J.O. Stenflo, New possibilities for the diagnostics of solar magnetic 

fields 
SO7-5.2. N. Piskunov, New techniques for the exploration of stellar activity 

SECTION S08. THE CENTRAL ENGINE OF AGN: STRUCTURE, FEEDING 
AND EVOLUTION 
(Conveners: N.G. Bochkarev, B.V. Komberg, J. Lominadze, L. Woltjer; 
SOC: S. Collin, V.S. Beskin, E.Ya. Vilkovisky) 

This colloquium took place during four afternoon sessions of about 4 hours each, 
plus a discussion on ‘Spectral optical monitoring and BLR structure’ held at the 
Sternberg Institute. Each session was attended by about hundred people. The 
sessions were held according to the scheduled program. 

Four main topics were discussed. The first session was devoted to a review of 
the observations at all frequencies, from radio to high energy gamma rays: radio 
structures in AGN at the ultimately fine angular scale, X-rays from radio-quiet 
AGN observations and their interpretation, high energy gamma ray emission, and 
general results from multi-frequency observations. Then the central engine was dis- 
cussed, the physics of the accretion disk, the interaction of stars with the accretion 
disk and with the black hole, and the formation of supermassive black holes. The 
environment of AGN was discussed in the framework of the Unifying Model: the 
narrow line region, its interaction with the central star cluster, the radio morphology 
of Seyfert galaxies, the orientation of the magnetic field, etc. The last session was 
devoted to a discussion of jets and wind in the magnetohydrodynamic context: new 
observational data and theoretical developments, the origin of astrophysical jets, 
models of the asymptotic structure of rotating MHD winds and jets, the magnetic 
field structures and thermal plasma distributions in the VLBI jets of BL Lac ob- 
jects, MHD flows in the vicinity of the rotating black hole, and magnetic collimation 
of relativistic jets. 

A special 1.5 hour long session was dedicated to Broad Line Region (BLR) 
problems. Optical observational data - photometry and polarimetry, as well as BL 
variability were considered. In addition, problems of interpretation and theoretical 
modelling were briefly discussed. In 1.5 hours more than 10 contributions were 
given and discussed. 

There were also about 70 posters with a short oral presentation. 
In all, the meeting had a high level. Reviews of the most recent observational 

progress were given, and important theoretical questions were addressed. Although 
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the schedule was a bit tight, there were interesting discussions about the physics of 
the central engine and the interplay between the different constituents present Close 
to the black hole. More than half of the talks were given by western astronomers, 
so numerous contacts between western and eastern astronomers were made. 

SECTION SO9. NEW TRENDS IN MODERN CELESTIAL MECHANICS 
(Conveners: V.A. Brumberg, P. Bretagnon) 

This section had sessions over three days (May 29-31). In total there were 7 invited 
and 26 contributed oral papers covering four main topics: (1) Motion and rotation 
of the major planets and the Moon, (2) Motion of small bodies of the solar system, 
(3) Celestial mechanics techniques, and (4) Non-classical celestial mechanics. The 
l i t  of accepted posters included 8 titles. The last session was concluded by a gen- 
eral discussion about the future of celestial mechanics. It was agreed that celestial 
mechanics is currently rapidly changing, being strongly affected by the increas- 
ing precision of space astrometry observations and new astrophysical discoveries. 
Participation in JENAM-2000 permitted celestial mechanics specialists to become 
more familiar with modern astrophysics problems. Most of the papers presented 
at Section 09 will be published in the journal ‘Celestial Mechanics and Dynamical 
Astronomy’ under the procedure of individual refereeing adopted in this journal. 

SECTION S10. ULTRA-HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION IN ASTRONOMY 
(Conveners: V.I. Slysh, L.V. Rykhlova, A. Zensus, F. Paresce, S. Volonte) 

In Section 10, ‘Ultra-High Angular Resolution in Astronomy’, 18 oral and 13 poster 
reports were presented. New scientific results on high-angular resolution both in 
radio and optical astronomy were reported. 

N.S. Kardashov presented a very interesting report about a project of the Rus- 
sian space-based radio interferometer (RADIOASTRON mission). The realisation 
of this project will provide a new horizon on angular resolution in radioastronomy. 
In several reports, results of studies with radiointerferometers were presented. A 
method of high resolution imaging with VLBI was presented by A.T. Bajkova, a 
study of masers in the HI1 region W3 was presented by A.M. Sobolev et  d.., a new 
model of masers in the accretion disc in the nucleus of the galaxy NGC 4258 was 
presented by N.S. Babkovskaya and D.A. Varshalovich. A study of continuum radio 
structures in AGN was presented by L.I. Gurvits. 

In the field of optical astronomy an interesting study of dust shells around stars, 
based on speckle interferometry was presented by Yu.Yu. Balega. A number of 
reports were devoted to a Russian space optical interferometer project for astro- 
metric purposes. These include a report by M.A. Smirnov et a2, on the main tasks 
for future studies in astronomy with space optical interferometry, a report by A.V. 
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Bagrov et al. on a preliminary design of the OSIRIS optical space-borne interfer- 
ometer, three reports (by I.Sh. Etsin, D.N. Yaskov et al. and V. Podoba et al.) on 
different subsystems for space optical interferometry. A poster presentation on the 
study of binary stars with this interferometer was made by M.A. Smirnov et al.. It 
is necessary to  note an interesting report by V.Yu. Terebizh devoted to the limit of 
resolving power with optical instruments. 

A. Penny presented an interesting report on the European space infrared inter- 
ferometer project for searching for extraterrestrial life. 

A report on the study of optical coherence for day-time observations was pre- 
sented by N. Seghouani et al. and E.M. Trunkovsky presented his study of diameter 
variations of stars. 

In the posters some interesting results both on radio and optical high resolution 
astronomy were presented. 

SECTION S l l .  ASTRONOMICAL DATA ACQUISITION, PROCESSING AND 
STORAGE: MODERN FACILITIES 
(Conveners: 0. Dluzhnevskaya, F. Pasian) 

A three-day special Section 11 on ‘Astronomical Data acquisition, processing and 
storage: modern facilities’ took place in the framework of the Joint European and 
National Astronomical Meeting for 2000 in MOSCOW, Russia, on May 29-31. 

The Scientific Rationale of Section 11 was the following. Large astronomical 
archives and databases, containing astrometric and photometric information for 
millions of objects are based on results of observations with ground- and space- 
based telescopes, and are widely used by the astronomical community for all sorts 
of applications. Besides their obvious use as lists of positions, photometry and other 
data for celestial objects, the great feature of astronomical databases is their effec- 
tiveness as powerful tools to carry out modern theoretical and observational studies. 
Completeness of information for archives of observational data is of the greatest im- 
portance, thus the acquisition process must be properly managed. Archives of raw 
data are useful, provided that all auxiliary information and data are available to 
allow proper calibration and removal of instrument signature. However, archives 
and databases containing processed data can be used directly for scientific purposes. 
The usefulness of these facilities rely on modern processing techniques, which must 
include quality control. Finally, the contents of archives and databases can be 
processed to extract, or ‘discover’ useful information and relations among data. 

The following scientists made up the international Scientific Organizing Commit- 
tee: 0. Dluzhnevskaya (Russia, Co-chair), F. Pasian (Italy, Co-chair), H. Andernach 
(Mexico), F. Genova (France), 0. Malkov (Russia), E. Raimond (Netherlands), W. 
Wamsteker (Spain). 

6 invited talks, 28 oral talks and 18 poster presentations were made during the 
6 sessions of Section 11 (including a poster session and a special session devoted 
to the project MASCOT: A Multi-wavelength All-Sky Catalogue for Observations 
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with ground- and space-based Telescopes). The presentations gave an excellent 
overview of the activities being carried out at the moment to handle large quantities 
of observational data, processing and deriving scientific results, and allowing the 
scientific community to access both observations and results. 

SECTION S12. GRAVITATIONAL LENSING 
(Conveners: M. Sazhin, M. Spiro) 

This section covered the following topics: 

1. Microlensing investigations were considered and parameters of microlenses and 
the background quasar in the case of an Einstein cross were reported. The 
reports included: V.G. Vakuli, V.N. Dudinov, P.V. Bliokh et a l ,  ‘Brightness 
and color variations in the Q2237f0305 gravitational lens system from obser- 
vations of 1997-1999’ (Ukraine); V.I. Zhdanov ‘Autocorrelation function of 
microlensed radiosignal and small MACHO content in an extragalactic gravi- 
tational lens’ (Ukraine). Several groups from Ukrainian institutions reported 
their results concerning theoretical microlensing investigations: A.A. Minakov 
and V.G. Vakulik, V.N. Shalyapin, V.I. Zhdanov, A.N. Alexandrov, and S.A. 
Salata. 

2. The Einstein cross as an example of an extragalactic lens was considered and 
discussed in the reports of V.G. Vakulik and V.N. Dudinov et al., (Ukraine). 

3. The phenomena of weak lensing were reported and the content of dark matter 
in galactic clusters was discussed by E.Bertin and L. Van Waerbeke, Y. Mellier 
et al. (fiance); The computer system TERAPIX which is devoted to the wide- 
field imaging was reported by E. Bertin (fiance). 

4. As an additional matter, the determination of the Hubble constant by the 
method of time delay in different images of QSO 0957 was considered and 
reported by V. Oknyansky (Russia) and by V.V. Biryukov (Russia). 

5 .  There were also several theoretical reports devoted to gravitational lensing 
by shadow and mirror matter M.Yu. Khlopov (Russia), and by neutralino 
noncompact stars by A.F. Zakharov (Russia). 

Joint Discussion 1. GAMMA-RAY BURSTS 
(Conveners: I. Mitrofanov, M. Briggs, J. Greiner, C. Barat, R. Preece) 

The Joint Discussion on Gamma Ray Bursts was organized as a mini-workshop of 
JENAM-2000 by I. Mitrofanov (Russia) in cooperation with K. Postnov (Russia), 
G. Bisnovatij-Kogan (Russia), M. Briggs (USA), J. Grenier (Germany), C. Barat 
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(fiance) and R. Preece (USA). The discussion included 3 sessions specially devoted 
to the following subjects: 

I. What do we see before and after a burst? 
11. What do we see as a burst? 
111. Why do we see a burst? 
A notable contribution to the first session was the talk by Enrico Costa (Italy) 

on Beppo-SAX observations of X-ray afterglows of GRBs, which started a major 
breakthrough in the GRB science in the last 5 years and allowed the precise local- 
ization of long GRBs. The 6-meter telescope observations of the long-term optical 
afterglows of GRBs (V. Sokolov) should also be noted. In the second session, stan- 
dard properties of GRBs themselves were discussed, with the focus on ‘internal’ 
properties of gamma-ray light curves (I. Mitrofanov, M. Litvak) and the hard X-ray 
and gamma-ray spectra of GRBs (D. Anvfimov, C. Barat, M. Briggs, R. Preece). 
The third session dealt with phenomenological and physical constraints on GRB 
sources (K. Postnov, G.S. Bisnovatyj-Kogan) and discussed some particular models 
of cosmic GRBs. New projects (HETE-2, GLAST, SWIFT) and prospects of GRB 
studies (including cooperative multiwavelength observations) in the forthcoming 
years were also discussed. 

Joint Discussion 2: DARK AGES 100 > I > 10: OBJECTS AND THEIR 
OBSERVABILITY 
(Conveners: V. Dubrovich, M. Rees, A. Doroshkevich, F. Melchiori) 

In the framework of the programme of JENAM2000 a Joint Discussion on the 
problem of highly redshifted proto-objects took place. 

There were 7 oral reports and 2 posters were presented. 
V. Dubrovich (SAO, Russia) reviewed and listed the main questions and prob- 

lems that must be solved in order to  understand the possibility of observation such 
objects and to select appropriate methods. 

A. Doroshkevich (TAC, Denmark) reviewed the main theoretical predictions on 
the parameters of proto-objects at redshifts more than 10 where the first galaxies 
can be formed. This leads to the reheating of the universe and produces a large 
scale bias between spatial distributions of luminous and dark matter. 

P. Shaver (ESO, Germany) presented the observational date of QSOs and galax- 
ies up to  redshifts of about 6. He considered some theoretical models and discussed 
some future observations in optics, IR and sub-mm radio bands. 

S .  Dodonov (SAO, Russia) presented the observational programme which is 
going on in SAO for searching the high redshifted QSOs and showed the spectrum 
of the most distant QSO - I = 6.91. 

D. Puy (Zhurih Univ., Switzerland) presented the results of simulations of pri- 
mordial chemistry in the prestellar epoch and discussed the role of primordial 
molecules in the thermal decoupling. 

B. Ciardi (Arcetri Univ., Italy), considered inhomogeneous reionization by radia- 
tive and stellar feedback. The combination of high resolution numerical simulations 
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and detailed semi-analytical calculations has allowed us to drive the topology and 
the filling factor of the ionized regions as a function of time, the first star formation 
rate and the final fate of ionizing objects. 

Yu. Parijskij (SAO, Russia) reviewed the future observational programmes of 
CMBA investigation in all wavelength regions and made a comparative analysis. He 
presented the new programme ‘Cosmological Gen’ for searching the CMB anisotropy 
on the RATAN-600 (SAO RAS). This programme has provided very interesting 
information on the small scale fluctuations of the CMB. 

Then in a free discussion some concrete problems in the theory and methods were 
considered. A. Doroshkevich and Yu. Parijskij discussed in details the problem of 
polarization of CMBA in order to search it on RATAN-600. D. Puy, B. Ciardi, A. 
Doroshkevich and V. Dubrovich considered a new method - the search for so called 
‘negative’ patches in the CMBA. It may become the best way in mm and sub-mm 
regions to investigate the first reionization zones at z = 50-30. 

Joint Discussion 3. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE ASTRONOMY 
(Conviner: V.N. Rudenko) 

There were three review talks (one plenary and two introductory) delivered by Prof. 
F. Ricci, G. Prodi (Italy) and A. Ruidiger (Germany). The discussion was carried 
out during the afternoon session with the participation of researchers from SAI 
MSU, ITEP, Lebedev Phys. Inst. (ACC) RAN, Keldysh M a t h s t .  and others. 
The main items of discussion were the probability of GW burst registration at the 
sensitivity level in terms of metric perturbation, theoretical forecast of the 
GW stochastic background and possible supplementary programs for the big GW 
set-ups which are under construction at present. Some interesting problems for near 
future iiivestigations were proposed. 

CONNECTED COLLOQUIUM 1. ASTRONOMICAL EDUCATION: 
THE INCREASE OF THE CULTURAL ROLE OF ASTRONOMY AT THE 
TURN OF THE CENTURY 

General Educational Problems 

S. Senashenko from the Russian Ministry of Education opened this discussion and 
dealt with the problem of the fundamental components of higher professional edu- 
cation in Russia. Piotr Flin from Poland then delivered his speech concerning pre- 
university astronomy education in Poland. He presented the main features, as well 
as the educational purposes and the assumptions of the programme. He discussed 
the astronomy content of particular programmes designed by himself and accepted 
by the Ministry of National Education of Poland. E.P. Levitan from Moscow entitled 
his impressive report ‘On organising and systematisation - the role of astronomy as 
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Figure 2 Connected colloquium 1: during a break. In the foreground, from left to right: R.  
Ros (Spain); E. Kononovich (SAI hlSU, Russia), one of the Colloquium co-conveners; J.  Fabregat 
(Spain). Photo by 0. Smirnova. 

a teaching subject’. M. Mamadazimov from Tashkent (Uzbekistan) supported this 
theme by dealing with the humanisation of astronomy education in school. 

R..II. Ros and 3. Fabregat from Barcelona (Spain) spoke regarding astronomy 
problems in mathematical education. There are many European countries where 
astronomy does not appear as a specific subject on the curriculum. In these cases 
there is an opportunity to introduce astronomy education by presenting astronomy 
content within other subjects. 

X.A. Fadeeva, D.M. Kiselev, E.V. Kononovich, and A.V. Zasov (Moscow) con- 
sidered the situation of astronomy school education on the threshold of 21st century 
and V.I. Yakimenko from Tyumen (Russia) presented a wide-ranging analysis of as- 
tronomy education in middle and higher schools in Russia. 

Teaching Methods and Problems 

V.31. Charugin and E.V. Krylova from Moscow (Russia) commented on ideological 
questions of physics and astronomy courses in modern schools, V. Stefl from Brno 
(Czech Republic) presented a talk entitled ‘The relation of physics and astronomy in 
secondary school teaching’. The theme was that educational success in the teaching 
of astronomy is based on the consistency of physical conception. 

T.A Galkina from MOSCOW, (Russia), introduced the organisation of the search 
for scholastic-cognitive activity in astronomy lessons. N.N. Gomuiina from Moscow 
(Russia) outlined design and research activity by secondary school children. E. 
Nechepurenko and V. Charugin from Moscow (Russia), presented their experiments 
on ‘Astrophysical Laboratory Exercises for Secondary Schools and Pedagogical Uni- 
versities’. This topic had been chosen because of its great importance and current 
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relevance to  astronomy teaching methods. In the second half of the 20th century, 
astrophysics became one of the first sciences in the students’ development. But 
the teaching of astronomy needs improvement. In many schools astronomy is not 
taught. Most of the time, students are taught celestial mechanics, and the most 
interesting and cognitive parts of astronomy, such as astrophysics, are not taught 
thoroughly enough. There are some laboratory exercises while studying celestial me- 
chanics, but there are practically none in astrophysics. The objective of developing 
astrophysical laboratory exercises has therefore been set. The exercises should be 
simple enough but interesting and cognitive. N. Nuritdinov from Tashkent, (Uzbek- 
istan) dealt with pulsation phenomena in Astronomy. As pulsation phenomena are 
inherent to the most objects in the Universe, it is necessary to  study them within 
the framework of the students’ laboratory work. The study of these phenomena 
is mostly reduced to  an analysis of some differential equations with variable coef- 
ficients. These equations are particularly connected with the stability problem of 
collapsing galaxy models. In order to carry out this laboratory work, it is neces- 
sary for every student to study parameter resonance theory and write a computer 
program. 

Additional Astronomy Teaching 

E.Yu. Aleshkina from St.Petersburg, (Russia) considered the role of additional 
education in astronomy teaching. Nowadays, the teaching of natural sciences at 
school, and in particular astronomy, runs into problems when educational hours are 
significantly reduced in school programs. This is a common problem in different 
countries. It should therefore be noted that additional forms of education could 
play an increasingly important role. A course of astrophysics in the Astronautics 
Club was used to  illustrate a compromise between several forms of the teaching pro- 
cess. This one-year course is destined for senior schoolchildren, and its main goal 
is to  develop creative thinking. B.G. Pshenichner from Moscow, (Russia) presented 
a System of Additional Astronomy Education. B.G. Pshenichner and S.P. Jicenko 
(Moscow, Russia) introduced a conception and program of Space Education for 
students. A. Tron, Yu.V. Baryshev, and D. Andreev from St.Petersburg, (Russia) 
commented on nearly 30 years experience of additional astronomy education and its 
impact on general education. Their experiences of astronomy education since 1971 
in St.Petersburg were presented and its forms, methods, and general results were 
discussed. It was shown that the successful forms are those connected with addi- 
tional education in non-profit-making non-governmental structures. The experience 
of the Scientific-Educational Union ‘Earth and Universe’ and the TONUS Founda- 
tion which led to  approximately 2700 graduates in the above period was presented. 
The integrated structure joining the ‘Intellectual Revival’ St.Petersburg high school 
science conference, international programmes such as ‘Hands-on-Universe’ and the 
Rotary International programme ‘The global educational network - School Inter- 
net’ and its effectiveness for science and astronomy education were described. P.E. 
Zakharova from Ekaterinburg, (Russia) explained to  the auditorium the ‘Physics 
of Cosmos’ astronomy winter conferences for students. The skill of organising 29 
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Figure 3 One of h,loscow University’s Halls. Rom left to right: G. Porfir’eva, A. Delone, (SAI 
MSU); Yu. Ilyasov (Pushchino Radioastron. Obs.) head of the Section for instrumentation for 
Radioastronomy of the Scientific Council of RAS, 0. Dluzhnevskaya (INASAN), one of the Section 
11 co-conveners. Photo by 0. Smirnova. 

conferences for astronomy students was discussed. I.U. Porus (Nizhni Novgorod, 
Russia) commented on the international summer aerospace schools in the city. F. 
Serbu. Gh. \’ass, and G. Uaris from Romania presented an educational programme 
for secondary schooIs entitled ‘The astral hour of Romania’ (AHR). This AHR is 
an educational programme in 
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S.M. Ponomarev from Nizhny Novgorod, (Russia) commented on aspects of astron- 
omy education at Nizhniy Novgorod Pedagogical University. M. Mamadazimov, B. 
Kenjayev Karshi from Tashkent, (Uzbekistan) discussed some contents of integral 
physics and astronomy textbooks for secondary school. I. Sattarov and M. Ma- 
madazimov from Tashkent (Uzbekistan) gave an oral presentation on the training 
of astronomy teachers in Uzbekistan. A. Yazev (Irkutsk, Russia) dealt with astron- 
omy education and the myths of the 20th century. The current Russian system 
of school astronomy education and also the astronomy-related myths existing on a 
mass scale were briefly considered. These myths include astrology, ufology, ideas 
regarding life on other planets, the appearance of aliens, the sphinx on Mars, etc. 
which are taken in the mythological context. 

E.V. Kononovich from Moscow (Russia) presented some aspects on teaching 
aids in Russian astronomy education. In spite of serious financial difficulties, as- 
tronomy publications appear more or less regularly in Russia. M.B.Ignatiev from 
St.Petersburg, (Russia) and G.I. Pinigin from Nikolaev, (Ukraine) considered as- 
tronomy education in the St .Petemburg State University of Aerospace Instrumen- 
tation. 

Astronomy Olympiads 

R.T. Sotnikova and S.A. Yazev from Irkutsk (Russia) introduced the first Astron- 
omy Olympiads in the Irkutsk region. They analysed the results of the first two 
astronomy competitions (on the city and regional level) held in Irkutsk (Decem- 
ber 1999 - January 2000). It was shown that judging by the outcome of these 
competitions the overall standard of astronomy teaching is very low in Irkutsk. 

M.G. Gavrilov (Moscow, Russia) presented the results of the International As- 
tronomy Olympiads. M.G. Gavrilov, and Chentsov (Moscow, Russia) commented 
on the autumn astronomy schools for Olympiad winners. 

CONNECTED COLLOQUIUM 2. THE IMPACT OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES 
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF ASTRONOMY IN EUROPE 
(Conveners: N. Bochkarev, F. Praderie, and J.-P. Zahn. 
SOC members: M. Kontizas, P. Murdin, V. Obridko, I. Pustylnik, L. Woltjer) 

The goal of the colloquium was to  consider the experience of astronomical and sev- 
eral interdisciplinary professional non-profit non-governmental scientific societies 
acting for support, development and planning of astronomical (basic science) facil- 
ities, publications, the preparation of young generation of astronomers (scientists), 
and the popularization of astronomy (science). There were 3 half-day long sessions 
in the afternoons of June 2 and 3 and the morning of Sunday June 4. 

1. Scientific societies and state authorities: 
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Figure 4 In one of Moscow University’s ante-halls. Astronomers of three generations: Prof. 8. 
Piskunov (Sweden); his daughter; Prof. 0. Stenflo (Switzerland), one of the Section 7 conveners; 
Prof. A. Bruns (Crimean Astrophys. Oh., Ukraine). Photo by 0. Smirnova. 

a general: 
R. Polishchuk (ASC of LPI, ~ ~ O S C O W ,  Russia) gave a talk entitled: ‘Scientific 
societies and science-administrative bureaucracy’, using as an example the 
situation in Russia. 

b situation in Russia: 
T’. Borisov (executive secretary to the Russian Union of Scientific Societies) 
reported on problems of social apathy of Russian scientists to social activity. 

2. Astronomy in the Former Soviet Union and astronomical societies: 

a Russia: 
S.  Bochkarev and Y.Obridko discussed scientific societies’ esperience of 
activity during the post-Soviet period using the example of EAAS As an 
illustration of the talk, the poster by E. Kartiskaya about the Moscow EAAS 
club may be mentioned. V. Belov and Z. Sitkova described the Russian 
Planetaria Association’s efforts to help planetaria to survive. 

Churyumov, A. Baransky. The Ukrainian Astronomical Group. Astronom- 
ical professional-amateur group for visual observation of comets created in 
1984 on the basis of the A 0  of Kiev University. The group joins 8 pro- 
fessionals and 56 amateurs from Ukraine, Russia and Belorussia. Thanks 
to the group, astronomy is being spread over Belorussia where professional 
astFonomy does not really exist. 
hi. Ryabov (Odessa, Ukraine) gave a talk on astronomical social organiza- 
tions in Odessa (Odessa AstronSoc. and EAAS Odessa branch). 
S. Ibadov (Dushanbe, EAAS Tajikistan Branch) reported started thanks to 

b other NIS: 
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EAAS aid scientific cooperation results over 1990-2000 and some problems 
related to cooperative scientific research. 
I. Shmeld (Riga, EAAS Lavia Branch) gave a talk on the astronomical 
community of Latvia and its interaction with non-profit, non-governmental 
organizations in Russia and Western Europe. Presently there are 50 pro- 
fessional (affiliated to two astronomical institutions) and 100 amateur as- 
tronomers in the Latvian Astron.Soc. The society’s activity and its inter- 
national contacts were briefly described. 

3. Astronomy and Astronomical Societies in Central and West Europe: 

a national aspects: 
M. Stavinchi (Romania) discussed the problem of whether astronomical as- 
sociations are necessary today. She showed, using the example of Romania 
that professionals have a special training, an endowment that, low from the 
beginning, is permanently diminishing. On the other hand, more and more 
people are becoming interested in astronomy, among them many of those 
having higher financial possibilities than professionals. So then, can they 
collaborate with professionals? If yes, then - how? What can they do in 
a country that is facing financial difficulties? What may be the results of 
such a collaboration? 
J. Seiradakis (Hellenic Astron. SOC., Greece) described the means of com- 
munication between the society council and its members. A few years ago 
Greek astronomers hardly new each other. Now communication and collab- 
oration between the members of the community has increased dramatically. 
This has been mainly due to the establishment of the Hellenic Astron. SOC. 
and to the means of communication that the society is promoting (Newslet- 
ter, Electronic Newsletter, Web page, Colloquia, awards. etc.) 

The EAS was found in 1990 with the aim of contributing to and promoting 
the advancement of astronomy in the broadest sense, in Europe. 
J.P. Zahn reported what has been achieved so far by the EAS, what dif- 
ficulties have been encountered, and by what means we can increase the 
impact of the EAS. 
M. and E. Kontizas (Greece) discussed the question of improving the infor- 
mation for young people in Europe. 

S. Iwaniszwski (European Society for Astronomy in Culture - SEAC) gave 
a talk about SEAC, that besides professional astronomers counts among 
its members archaeologists, ethnographers, philologists contributing to the 
recovery, analysis and interpretation of astronomical knowledge of bygone 
ages. 
I. Pustylnik (Tartu, Estonia) described the activities of the European Asso- 
ciation for Promotion of Science and Technology - Euroscience, that since 
its foundation in 1997 has pursued its goals to set up and develop an open 

b European Astronomical Society: 

c Interdisciplinary collaboration: 
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forum where scientists of all disciplines and citizenship interested in science 
and technology could debate and publicly express their views. Euroscience 
shapes its policy in close cooperation with the learned societies both on 
a national and inter-European level. A review of the most recent inter- 
disciplinary activities of EAAS, including a synopsis of the latest scientific 
events in the framework of JENAM-2000 and a tentative analysis and in- 
sight into the prospect of closer cooperation with Euroscience efforts aimed 
at  integrating European science and technology, were also presented. 

current problems for the activities of astronomical societies in Europe. The 
panel discussion was concerned mainly with the talks given 

d Panel discussion: 

4. Scientific Foundations and Institutions Supporting East-West Collaboration. 
The session was given a detailed lecture by Prof. F. Ferrini (INTAS) about 
a call for proposals in 2000 and future prospects. In spite of being on a 
Sunday, the talk was listened to with great interest by a numerous audience. 
After the talk a discussion took place in which many representatives of NIS, 
the Baltic States and Western Europe participated, which points to the ever 
growing interest in INTAS and its role in the development of Europe-wide 
collaboration. 

Unfortunately, the colloquium overlapped with scientific section sessions and the 
fact that it was scheduled for one of the last days of the long JENAM 2000 marathon, 
when many participants were already leaving, led to relatively poor attendance of 
the colloquium session; some previously announced talks were canceled for different 
reasons. However, thanks to this very fact, every one of the given presentations 
was discussed more thoroughly, which is particularly important in the case of this 
topic, because no European scale special meeting had ever been held before, while 
Soviet Union’s collapse and the dramatic changes in all the world made the problems 
discussed by the colloquium audience extremely acute. 

CONNECTED COLLOQUIUM 3. ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR DATA FOR 
ASTROPHYSICS 
(Convener: A. Kholtygin) 

The colloquium was held at Moscow University from June 5 to June 6, 2000. This 
meeting was organized by Moscow University, the Euro-Asian Astronomical Society 
(EAAS) and St.Petersburg University and was sponsored both by these organiza- 
tions and by the Russian Fund for the Basic Research (RFBR). Over 30 scientists 
from Great Britain, Kazakhstan, Russia, Tajikistan, Ukraine and Yugoslavia, were 
registered for participation in the meeting. 

The program of the colloquium included 14 oral, 10 poster and 1 Internet pre- 
sentation covering the following topics: 

- Radiative and collision processes in astrophysical plasma. 
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Figure 5 A break in the ‘INTAS session’, Sternberg Astronomical Institute conference-hall. In 
the foreground, from left to right: Dr. S. Yazev (Director of the Astronomical Observatory of 
the Irkutsk State University, Russia), Prof. G. Gelfreikh (Pulkovo Observatory, St.Petersburg, 
Russia), Prof. E. Vilkoviskij, (Fessenkov Astrophysical Institute, Kazakhstan); in the background, 
one of those sitting is Prof. A. Sobolev (Ural State University, Ekaterinburg, Russia). Photo by 
N. Bochkarev. 

- Databases and catalogues of atomic data on the Internet. 

- Programs and codes for calculation of atomic and molecular parameters. 

- Use of atomic data in astrophysics: diagnostics of astrophysical plasma. 

The first session (June 6th, morning) was devoted to high-energy processes. 4I.F. 
Stovpyuk and V.M. Ostryakov presented the results of simulation of anomalous 
cosmic rays at the heliospheric terminal shock. Results of relativistic many-body 
calculations of excitation energies, radiative rates and satellite dielectronic spectra 
for many-electron ions were reported by U.I. Safronova and W.R. Johnson and by 
U.I. Safronow and R.K. Smith. h . A .  Piotrovskii and Yu.A. Tolmachev discussed 
the excitation of He1 lines in the Solar spectra by energetic protons. 

The second (evening) session was dedicated to using atomic and molecular data 
in the astrophysical investigations. N.G. Bochkarep reviewed the astronomical need 
of atomic and molecular parameters. A.M. Sobolev, D.M. Cragg, A.V. Maly- 
shev, S.V. Salii and N.D. Kalinina reported what molecular data are 6ecessary 
for methanol maser research. The astronomical needs of the atomic and molecular 
parameters were exhibited by N.G. Bochkarev. L. Mashonkina presented the re- 
sults of a study of the statistical equilibrium of EuII in stellar atmospheres and the 
atomic data needed to complete this research. The vast list of atomic databases and 
other atomic and molecular data sources, which are to be found on the Internet, 
mas reported by A.F. Kholtygin. The first conference day was completed by the 
poster session and a general discussion. 
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The problem of atomic collision theory was considered at the third session (June 
6th, morning). I.L. Beigman and L.A. Vainshtein gave a report on using the nor- 
malized Born and K-matrix approaches for excitation and ionization cross sections. 
Computation of atomic data using the R-matrix method was discussed by K.A. 
Berrington as an efficient and tractable way of describing many types of atomic 
process of the interaction of electrons and photons with isolated atoms. Moreover, 
in this section a description The Vienna Atomic Line Database was given by N. 
Piskunov, T.A. Ryabchikova and W.W. Weiss. A.F. Kholtygin presented a project 
for an electronic journal ‘Atomic and molecular data for astrophysics’. 

At the fourth (evening) section the stark broadening data for a large set of atoms 
and ions were presented by M. Dimitrijevic. Semiclassical methods for the determi- 
nation of dielectronic chemi-ionization and chemi-recombination atomic processes 
rate coefficients were given by A.A. Mihajlov, M.S. Dimitrijevic, Lj. Ignjatovic and 
2. Djuric. 

The colloquium was ended by a second poster session and a joint discussion. A 
decision to issue the proceedings of the meeting at the end of 2000 was made. 

CONNECTED COLLOQUIUM 4. INTERRELATION OF RUSSIAN AND 

(Conveners: A. Eremeem, I. Pustylnik) 
WEST-EUROPEAN ASTRONOMY THROUGH THE CENTURIES 

A one day colloquium ‘Interrelation of Russian and West-European Astronomy 
through Centuries’(CC4) as an associated JENAM-2000 colloquium was held at 
the Sternberg Astronomical Institute, Moscow on May 28th 2000 (the colloquium 
conveners were A. Eremeeva (Russia), I. Pustylnik (Estonia)). 

Around 20 specialists in the history of astronomy, representatives of Russia, 
Belorussia, Estonia, Rumania, and Greece participated in colloquium CC4 and 
submitted 15 oral contributions (in the preliminary program of the Colloquium 
there were 22). The topics discussed at CC4 covered various aspects of the early 
period of Russian astronomy (XVIIth- XVIIIth and XIXth centuries), the history 
of calendars, of modern cosmogony, as well as the scientific legacy of the prominent 
astronomers of the past (Dionysius Exiguus, E.Halley, C.Huygens) and modern 
astronomy (E. Opik, O.J. Schmidt, V.S. Sofronov), and of an distinguished amateur 
astronomer from Belorussia, Ya. Drazovich. 

SCHOOL FOR YOUNG ASTRONOMERS 
(Convener: A. Zasov) 

A School for Young Astronomers (SYA)(the tutor was Dr. A.V. Zasov) was attached 
to JENAM. Its goal was to attract young scientists to JENAM, to help young 
participants to travel to Moscow and to give them the possibility to attend the 
conference. Its session lasted one day. The total number of participants of SYA wils 
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46. Among them, 15 came from Moscow, St.Petersburg and neighbouring regions, 
20 from the rest of Russia, 8 from Ukraine, 2 from Uzbekistan and one from Poland. 
Most of the young scientists were undergraduates and graduate students. 

The first part of the session of SYA included three review talks: 

- I.D. Novikov (Copenhagen), ‘On the possibility of a time machine’, 

- A.M. Cherepashchuk (Moscow), ‘Black holes in binary systems’, and 

- A.V. Zasov (Moscow), ‘Rotation of galaxies: unsolved problems’. 

The talks of participants (9 oral talks altogether) and a general discussion took 
place in the second part of the session. Some of the members of SYA also made 
their oral contributions or presented their posters to different sectional meetings 
of JENAM. On one of the working days of JENAM a free excursion to Puschino 
Radioastronomical Observatory was organized for SYA members. 

SYA participants obtained some financial support to cover their living expenses 
and registration fees. In general SYA was very successful and its main goal - to 
help young scientists to attend the representative international meeting appears to 
have been fulfilled. 

ASSOCIATED SYMPOSIUM 1. Astronomy of Ancient Civilizations 
(organized and held jointly with the European Society for Astronomy in Culture - 
SEAC, President Dr. Stanislaw Iwaniszewski), May 24-29, 2000 

SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: V. Obridko (co- chairperson), 
C. Ruggles (co-chairperson), S. Ivaniszewski (co-chairperson), J. Belmonte, 
N.  Bochkarev, V. Chepurova, G. Ershova, V. Gulyaev, A .  Karapetiants, E. Kaurov, 
T. Potemkina, I. Pustylnik, V. Slysh, V. Staemzan, V. Yurevich 

1. The symposium, held in the Moscow Sternberg Astronomical Institute, was 
attended by around 80 participants, among them, some 30 members of the 
SEAC. 

2. 48 papers were read at the Symposium divided into 8 thematic sessions, which 
covered different geographical regions. The following topics were discussed: 

- Oldest observations of luminaries during the Stone Age/ 
- Astronomy of the ancient societies of the Eurasian Steppe-Forest area. 
- Astronomy of the Ancient East. 
- European Archaeoastronomy and Ethnoastronomy. 
- Mediterranean Archaeoastronomy. 
- Middle East and Northern Africa. 
- Ancient Greece and Classical archaeoastronomy. 
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- Mesoamerican Archaeoastronomy. 
- Sun and ancient astronomies. 

This was followed by a round table session. 

3. During its 4-day session, the symposium dealt with topics which are impor- 
tant for further development of archaeoastronomy. Although, the basic topics 
comprised a range of problems which belong to the research fields of both 
archamastronomy and ethnoastronomy, the concepts of astronomies in the 
context of the history of the culture of the ancient civilizations have been also 
discussed. In addition, discussions involved topics relevant to the reconstruc- 
tion of the world-view of the members of ancient civilizations, as well as the 
concepts of modern astronomy as inspired by some ancient astronomical prac- 
tices. The fact that scholars from different countries (Unites States, Mexico, 
Spain, Italy, UK, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Poland, Hungary, Greece, 
Estonia, and the CIS) participated in this symposium gave an excellent op- 
portunity to get useful insights into what is going on in Europe and Russia 
and, on the other hand, provided a wide opening for developing international 
cooperation. This was the first SEAC conference to be held in one of the the 
former Soviet Union countries, and we consider it very important that it was 
organized in the Russian Federation. 

ASSOCIATED SYMPOSIUM 2. Astronomy in Ukraine - 2000 and Beyond 
(impact of international cooperation) 
(Co-conveners: YaS. Yatskiv, P.P. Berczik) 

Scientific Organizing Committee: 
Chairperson: Yaroslav S. Yatskiv 
Secreta y: Iyna B. Vavilova 
Members: 
Ivan L .  Andronov (Ukraine); Oleksa P.M. Bilaniuk (USA); Federico Fem'ni (Italy); 
Roald E. Gershberg (Ukraine); Yury I .  Izotov (Ukraine); 
Igor D .  Karachentsev (Russia); Barbara Kolaczek (Poland); 
Theodor Kostiuk (USA); Vitalii G. Kruchynenko (Ulcrake); 
Leonid M. Litvinenko (Ukmine); Olezandr V. Momzhenko (Ukraine); 
Bodo W. Reiniseh (VSA); Sergei A .  Silich (Ukraine); 
Mykola V. Steshenko (Ukraine); Adam K.  Yukhymuk (Ukraine); 
Boris E. Zhilyaev (Ukraine). 

The Main Astronomical Observatory (MAO) of the National Academy of Sciences of 
Ukraine (NASU) and the Ukrainian Astronomical Association (UAA) held the inter- 
national conference 'ASTRONOMY IN UKRAINE - 2000 AND BEYOND (Impact 
of international cooperation)' in Kiev (Ukraine) on June 5-8 2000. The primary 
objective of the conference was to consider the integration of astronomical research 
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in Ukraine into international astronomy. To meet this objective, the conference 
consisted of several workshops in those fields of astronomy, where a Ukrainian- 
International partnership has been established and where new collaborative studies 
could be proposed. 

The parallel sessions (workshops) covered the following main topics: 

- VLBI for Astronomy and Geodynamics; 

- Space Plasma Physics; 

- Evolution of galaxies; 

- Solar System Small Bodies; 

- Planetary astronomy; 

- Stellar variability. 

A brief review of some recognized achievements of Ukrainian astronomers, dis- 
cussed at the conference, is given below. 

The world biggest decametric radio telescope UTR-2 (operating wave range is 
more than 10 m) belongs to the Institute of Radio Astronomy of the NAS of Ukraine 
(Kharkiv). On the basis of UTR-2, the decametric VLBI system URAN was built. 
The lengths of the bases (from 40 to 900 km) provide angular resolutions from 
several minutes to several seconds. 

Now the fuly steerble antenna RT-70 (Crimea, Evpatoria) is being upgraded. 
This antenna, as well as the radio telescope RT-22 (Crimea, Katsiveli), is used in 
both the singledish regime and in VLBI networks. 

A new space project for ionospheric research named 'Warning' is proposed for 
realization in the framework of a joint program of National Space Agency and 
NAS of Ukraine during the coming years. Discussion of this project with Western 
specialists involved in the studies of space plasma and the ionosphere proved fruitful. 

The following problems of extragalactic astronomy were discussed: 

- Sky surveys; 

- Active galactic nuclei; 

- Stellar population of dwarf galaxies; 

- Chemical composition of extragalactic HI1 regions; 

- Primordial nucleosynthesis and the baryon mass fraction; 

- Kinetic feedback from massive stars in the ISM in normal and starburst galax- 
ies; 

- Complex (dynamical, chemical and photometric) modelling of star-forming 
galaxy evolution. 
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Figure  6 One of the conference ante-halls: poster presentations to Section S07. In the fore- 
ground: Dr. 0. Smirnova, a contributor to the section and the author of many of the photos that 
illustrate this review. Photo by A. Gorshkov (Sternberg Astronomical Institute). 

.4 large database of radio observations of meteors has been completed in Kharkiv 
Technical University, which could be used for studying the distribution of matter 
in near-Earth space. 

Kern observations of planetary bodies in visual and IR ranges are carried out. 
Special attention was paid to polarimetric studies of these objects. 

Another set of topics discussed concerned stellar variability: Polarimetric, pho- 
tometric and spectral monitoring and theoretical modelling of variable stars of dif- 
ferent types - flare, cataclysmic, symbiotic, eruptive, pulsating. 

ASSOCLATED SYMPOSIUM 3. Spectroscopic and Photometric Catalogues. 
Standard star and solar analogues 

The topics covered by the conference coincide to a large degree with those which 
used to be considered by a once existing active working group on spectrophotometric 
and photometric standards and catalogues of the Council on Astronomy of the 
Sov. Acad. Sci. In the 1990s the group’s activities practically stopped. On the 
other hand, by 1999 it became clear that an exchange of opinion between those 
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former Soviet scientists who continued to  work out and improve standards and 
catalogues obtaining important and interesting results was vital. Even more so, 
because astronomical standardization of photometric and spectrophotometric data 
has lately been stimulated by the results obtained in the HIPPARCOS program 
and the discoveries of stellar planetary systems - solar analogues. 

At the conference, the following topics were discussed: 

- Investigation of standard stars (main contributors: I. Bikmaev, V. Sementsov, 
V. Tereshchenko, L. Sharipova); 

- Processing of photometric, spectrophotometric, spectral and other catalogues 
(main contributors: A. Arkharov, R. Harrison, Yu. Gnedin, A. Dragunova, 
A. Zakharov, A. Mironov, L. Pasinetti, V. Tereshchenko); 

- Investigation and application of different photometric systems (main contrib- 
utors: V. Galkin, L. Knyazeva, V. Kornilov, A. Kharitonov); 

- Complex investigation of stars - solar analogues (main contributors: 0. An- 
drienko, V. Busarev, I. Bikmaev, N. Glushneva, L. Knyazeva); 

- Methods for accounting for instrumental and atmospheric effects on the results 
of photometric and spectrophotometric measurements (main contributors: G. 
Alekseeva, I. Bolkov, V. Galkin, A.. Arkharov). 

This set of topics covers numerous problems of importance for Russian/FSU as 
well as for world astronomy: 

1. Increasing of photometric and spectrophotometric measurement precision 
aimed at  investigation of low-amplitude variability events. 

2. Elaboration of projects of new space- and ground-based photometric and spec- 
trophotometric reviews. 

3. Search for and study of solar analogues. 

4. Investigation of fine effects of atmospheric extinction. 

Until recently the Russian astronomers’ input into the listed problems was rather 
high. Astronomers at SAI, Pulkovo, AFIF, for example, have created photometric 
and spectrophotometric catalogues of the greatest size and precision. At SAI, a 
new WBVR photometric system was created with the best features of the previous 
broad-band photometric systems. An intensive search for solar analogues based on 
photometric and broad-band spectrophotometric data was carried out a t  SAI and 
AFIF. Those works were appreciated all over the world. Presently the rate of the 
investigations is slowed. 

In spite of the fact, at SAI, for example, technical request has been composed for 
a large photometric project ‘LYRA’ using the Russian segment of the International 
Space Station, a system with high precision photometric standards in the spectral 
range 100-2000 nm and to make measurements of several million stars with an 
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accuracy of O.OOlm in all the bands of the spectrum. The program has been adopted 
into the list of space-based experiments at the station. 

Talks given at the conference show that this trend of great fundamental and 
applied importance, in spite of severe lack of material resources, is still capable 
of development. A lack of proper measuring systems for telescopes of entrance 
aperture diameter no smaller than 1 m located on high mountains evokes particular 
anxiety. A number of such systems created in the 1980s in Armenia, Kazakhstan and 
Uzbekistan have been nationalized by those states, and are practically inaccessible 
for investigations for Russian science. 

ASSOCIATED SYMPOSIUM 4: Astrometry, geodynamics and celestial mechanics 
on the eve of the XXI century: St.Petersburg - IPA RAN, June 19-24 
(A.M.Finkelstein) 

The conference ‘Astrometry, geodynamics and celestial mechanics on the eve of the 
XXI century’ was held in St.Petersburg - IPA RAN, as a symposium associated to 
JENAM 2000 on June 19-24. 

The goal of the conference was to review and discuss the main results obtained 
in astrometry, geodynamics and celestial mechanics by the end of the XX century 
at institutions of the Academy of Sciences, Higher education and other institutions 
for scientific research in Russia and other countries, and to trace the prospects for 
possible cooperation in these fields of science. 313 scientists from 10 countries took 
part in the conference. 

A total of 205 presentations were given to the 3 conference parallel sections: As- 
trometry and Geodynamics, Ephemeride Astronomy, Methods and Techniques for 
coordinates and time measurements. 30 invited lectures by the most distinguished 
specialists from Russia and other countries were given during the plenary sessions. 
One outdoor session was held at the Svetloe Observatory of IAA of RAS. 

BUSINESS MEETINGS 

Besides all the events described above and following JENAMs tradition, a series of 
business meetings were held: 

- EAS Board Meeting; 

- EAS General Assembly; 

- National (EAAS in this case) Board meeting; 

- EAAS General Assembly; 
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- The SEAC business meeting was also held in the framework of the JENAM- 
2000 program because this European Society for Astronomy in Culture con- 
tributed, for the first time, to the JENAM meeting as a co-organizer of Asso- 
ciated Symposium 1; 

- INTAS business meeting: A special session (partially included in the program 
of Connected Colloquium 2) dedicated to INTAS activity and INTAS grant 
holders problems discussion held in the morning of Sunday June 4 was, at 
the same time an INTAS grant holders’ business meeting (business meeting 
organization is one important term of grant allocation). 

Prof. F. Ferrini from the administration of INTAS gave a lecture about INTAS 
and its current and planned activities. The lecturer was asked many questions 
during and after the meeting. It was stressed by contributors to the discussion 
that followed that without INTAS’s help, FSU countries would be far more poorly 
represented at JENAM-2000. The session participants expressed their gratitude to 
INTAS and their sincere hope that INTAS activities would continue. On the other 
hand, JENAM-2000 gave INTAS grant holders a chance to: 

- present their results to an outstandingly great and competent audience; 

- gather together and hold extra meetings dedicated to their respective projects. 

A large number of multilateral business meeting of INTAS research project par- 
ticipants also took place. Thanks to JENAM 2000, 12-15 members of 5-7 teams 
involved in one and the same international project could meet. 

CULTURAL EVENTS 

A dense cultural program composed of long- and short-distance and local tours, 
and the welcome party and conference dinner, were offered to the conference par- 
ticipants. 

Long-distance tours 

Long-distance tour to SAO RAS 

Participants of JENAM 2000 Vadim Burvits, Stephania Comossa, Holger Baumgart 
visited SAO RAS on June 4-9. The went on an excursion to the astronomical 
instruments of SAO: the 6-m optical telescope, the radiotelescopes RATAN-6000 
and the 32-m fully steerable antenna radiotelescope that was at that time still under 
construction. On 8 of June the guests went to  the mountains, to the surroundings 
of Arkhyz Canyon and Sofia Waterfalls. During the visit, intensive contacts with 
SAO staff took place as well as long walks through picturesque surroundings of the 
astronomers’ village Nizhnij Arkhyz. JENAM participants liked the excursion very 
much and expressed their pleasure and gratitude to the organizers. 
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Long-distance tour to St. Petersburg 

The tour to  St.Petersburg evoked considerable interest. However, 6 of the JENAM 
participants who had previously announced their wish to join the excursion could 
not do so, mainly because of visa problems. Excursions to St.Petersburg were or- 
ganized before and after the main event in Moscow. A total of 18 participants 
from 7 countries: USA, GB, Germany, Italy, France, Switzerland, Croatia visited 
St.Petersburg for 2-7 days. All the excursion participants took part in the cultural 
and scientific parts of the program. Great interest was shown in the St.Petersburg 
cultural-historical treasures and the visit to the Mariinski Theater. Several partic- 
ipants also visited the Institute for Applied Astronomy and Pulkovo Observatory. 

Even more long-distance tours: to Mt.Maidanak Observatory and the Solar and 
Neutrino Observatories near Lake Baikal were planned but cancelled due to  a series 
of organization problems. 

Short-distance and local tours 

During May 27 - June 4 the short-distance and local tours including free-of-charge 
excursions to MSU Earth-History Museum located at the top of Moscow University 
skyscraper, and a tour of the Cosmonauts Tkaining Center near Moscow (‘Zvezdnyj 
Gorodok’ - ‘Star Town’) which proved of great interest to the participants, and 
a Moscow city tour: visits to Moscow museums, theaters, churches; to Pushchino 
Radioastronomical Observatory (110 km from Moscow (free of charge for the par- 
ticipants in SYA), and to the ancient city of Sergiev Posad (about 80 km from 
Moscow) famous for its monastery were organized for participants of JENAM-2000. 
Some participants liked the visit to the Bolshoj Theater so much as to visit it again 
in later days on their own initiative. The conference dinner held in the student 
restaurant was fairly cheap, so that all the participants could join in and, according 
to the Western participants’ remarks, nice and merry. 
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